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Abstract: The global key administration encourages the advancement of the worldwide techniques that shape a substantial setting for achieving the principle objectives of a multinational organization. At a theoretical level, there are numerous similitudes between outlining a procedure that could be utilized just in one nation and drawing up a system for various markets. However, it must be said that the improvement of a universal procedure includes a more perplexing procedure than on account of a national one. Every one of these viewpoints, together with the determinants of the internationalization, will be to a great extent contended in the present paper.
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I. Presentation

The worldwide operations administration comprises in those changing exercises, inside a universal firm, intended to process distinctive sorts of contributions to request to make last merchandise and enterprises. This sort of administration includes the improvement of different global procedures that shape a substantial setting in which a firm achieves its fundamental targets. At a reasonable level, there are numerous likelinesses between outlining a technique that could be utilized just in one nation and making a system for various markets. In the two circumstances, those that influence the key wanting to need to answer some major inquiries identified with what sort of items or administrations does the firm mean to offer, where and in what capacity will it make these items, where and how it will offer them, where will it acquire the essential assets or how can it anticipate the contenders will respond.

Considering every one of these perspectives, it must be said that the advancement of a global methodology includes a substantially more mind boggling process than the improvement of a national one. Most importantly, the chiefs mindful with the improvement of a worldwide technique should confront many sorts of political as well as legitimate frameworks, different bookkeeping controls, societies or dialects and even numerous installment frameworks. Besides, the supervisors of a universal business need to organize and execute the association's technique in every one of its auxiliaries, situated in various parts of the world, with various financial, social and social settings. In spite of these, the administrators generally say that the viewpoints said above are just some intrinsic issues while considering the chances of the worldwide extension. The paper presents, with the assistance of some applicable cases from the Romanian and overall practice, the fundamental viewpoints that ought to be considered while picking a global system. At last, a few qualities are brought up for the procedures actualized by the multinationals that have entered the Romanian market.

II. Picking An International Strategy

As B. Lovas and S. Goshal noticed, the universal business offers the likelihood of misusing three wellsprings of the upper hand, inaccessible for the national organizations: worldwide efficiencies, the multinational adaptability and overall learning process (Lovas and Goshal, 2000, pp. 875-896). The multinational firm can enhance its productivity either through its area favorable circumstances, or through the degree or scale economies. The initial ones show up when finding the generation auxiliaries in however the world, with a specific end goal to have the most minimal cost of creation or circulation, or the most noteworthy nature of products and ventures. For instance, the creation of toys is escalated in the work factor and this is the reason Wal-Mart, and additionally numerous different organizations, has built up its generation in those nations where there is ease work constrain. The same occurred with Nokia that has situated in 2008 one of its generation backups in a country zone of Romania, shut to Cluj, or with the American organization Selectron, which has put 20 million dollars in building a plant in Timișoara in 2003-2004. Thus, the multinationals may decrease their expenses accomplishing scale economies. Besides, by extending the generation lines in each nation they enter, the organizations may likewise appreciate scope economies. In this circumstance, not exclusively do they cut the generation and advertising costs, yet in addition they escalate the most reduced line-levels. The universal business may require a more profound level of adaptability because of the way that the political, monetary,
lawful or social condition of a state is persistently evolving. For instance, let us consider the instance of Romania that, since 1989, is going through a long and troublesome progress process; amid these 22 years, the economy was set apart by numerous political and authoritative changes and just the organizations that could confront these changes have survived.

The different situations in which the multinationals do their business may likewise enhance the authoritative learning process. The contrasts between the situations in which organizations act may decide them to coordinate their conduct to the particular of the host nation. A decent case for this is United States where there are different sub-societies that have a place with various ethnic and religious gatherings, each of them impacting the way in which the organizations create. This is the reason Campbell offers diverse sorts of tomato soup, as indicated by the district it addresses: in Montana, for instance, the soup is less spiced than that sold in Texas. Following a similar reason, with a specific end goal to infiltrate different nations the notable multinational firm, McDonald's, needed to adjust its menu to the neighborhood nourishment inclinations and traditions. In Israel, for instance, the organization utilizes "genuine" menus, while in the Arab nations the eateries' chain is getting ready "Halal" menus. In India, McDonald's offers the Big Mac made with sheep, called the Maharaja Mac. The training demonstrates that it is hard to abuse at the same time all these three components. However, keeping in mind the end goal to achieve harmony between the three destinations, the multinationals regularly embraces one of the four option techniques: the national, multi household, transnational or worldwide procedure. On account of the national procedure, the firm uses its particular points of interest, got in the nation of origin, keeping in mind the end goal to contend on the outside business sectors it enters. For instance, Chrysler depends on its notable name and notoriety while delivering sport or exquisite autos, all around prepared and extremely safe at fast. This is the specialty that the organization has misused at a universal level, in spite of the fact that there are just couple of nations that have the framework, the level of livelihoods and the speed required by these autos and allowed by law.

A moment choice for an organization might be the multi local methodology. The multi local organization is thought to be an aggregate of relative autonomous backups, each of them concentrating on a very much decided market. This multi local approach is prudent when there are critical contrasts between national markets, when the scale economies are decreased, or when the cost of organizing the action among the parent firm and the backup is high. A multi local approach can be found on account of the firm RSB-Round tech that produces modern material fundamental for roundabout structures, for water, gas or broadcast communications. The organization, with headquarter shut to the Constance Lake, in the modern zone between Austria, Germany and Switzerland, has opened auxiliaries in Germany, Hungary, Japan and Switzerland. Because of the way that it has just 20 individuals working into headquarter, it was fundamental for the firm to pick the best possible methodology to enter every nation. The principle issue the chiefs went up against with was the way that each market had its own particular qualities, as indicated by which every auxiliary of the organization has of late built up its procedure and composed its items. Receiving the worldwide technique, the firm methodologies the world as a solitary market, the fundamental extension being the advancement of institutionalized products and ventures that answer the necessities of the overall customers. The organization tries to accomplish scale economies in promoting and generation by concentrating its creation exercises in its most productive auxiliaries and after that, by building up some worldwide advertising efforts with a specific end goal to offer them. Because of the way that the worldwide organization needs to arrange the overall generation and promoting techniques, it centers the power and choices' duty in the focal area. Toward the start of the 1980, Ford needed to make an auto for every much decided market.
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Table 1 - Global strategy: organizational framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCES OF THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE</th>
<th>Strategic objectives</th>
<th>Differences between countries</th>
<th>Scale economies</th>
<th>Scope economies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency in current operations</td>
<td>Differences in the cost of the factors of production</td>
<td>Scale economies in each activity</td>
<td>Common use of the resources and the capacities of markets or products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk management</td>
<td>Establishing the risk according to the country</td>
<td>Equilibrium between the strategic, operational and scale flexibility</td>
<td>Portfolio diversification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning and innovation</td>
<td>Learning from the cultural variety</td>
<td>Opportunities for reducing the technological costs</td>
<td>Spreading out the organizational learning process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ghoshal (1987)
As it comes about because of the above table, the three principle targets of a worldwide system – the productivity, the hazard administration, learning and development – are connected to three fundamental wellsprings of the upper hand:

- Differences between countries: the upper hand may come about because of the abuse of the distinctions identified with the information and yield advertise from different nations; the nations with low-compensation are the most articulate for this.
- The scale economies are a wellspring of the upper hand if the firm can embrace a setup of its exercises which permits the least unitary cost per every action.
- The scope economies show up when the assets used to create or to offer a decent in a nation might be utilized for a similar reason on account of different merchandise, from different nations.

A few experts, as Theodore Levitt, consider that the globalization of the items will be the fruitful methodology for the future worldwide business (Levitt, 1986). They give cases of worldwide items, for example, Coca-Cola drinks, Sony TVs or McDonald's eateries. In any case, it must be said that even these worldwide items, with nearly similar attributes, were by one means or another changed before being sold on remote markets. For instance, in Germany, the McDonald's eateries incorporate brew in the menu and in France they offer wine. The fourth vital option for a multinational firm comprises in the transnational system. In this circumstance, the firm tries to consolidate the advantages of the worldwide efficiencies – likewise got by the worldwide enterprise – with the nearby focal points – a reason additionally particular for the multi household firm. In this way, the transnational enterprise does not concentrate or decentralize the expert, but rather it settles duties, for each hierarchical undertaking, to that unit of the association that might connect the motivation behind productivity and adaptability. A decent case for this sort of technique can be found on account of the Harley-Davidson, which has as an adage "Think worldwide however act neighborhood". As indicated by this promoting guideline, Harley-Davidson not just adjusts its items to the distinctive landmasses, yet in addition it works changes while tending to various nations from a similar mainland.

III. Executing An International Strategy

Regardless of what is the choice with respect to the sort of the universal system, the directors need to bring up the four fundamental components in the advancement of a procedure: the unmistakable capabilities, the motivation behind the operations, the asset improvement and the cooperative energy (Griffin and Pustay, 2005, p. 490). The primary part of a universal technique – the unmistakable skills – may allude either to the very late innovation, to the effective red of merchants, to better authoritative practices, or to the notable brand name. Having an unmistakable skill – called by Dunning, in his mixed hypothesis, the "possession advantage" – is considered, by numerous specialists, a vital condition for a firm to have accomplishment on a remote market.

The second segment of a global procedure – the extent of operations – by and large alludes to land districts, for example, nations, parts of a nation of even a gathering of states. In the meantime, the extension must be centered around a few markets or item's specialties from one or numerous locales.

The extension is additionally identified with the unmistakable abilities: if a firm has favorable position just in a particular locale or just for a specific product offering, at that point the degree must be centered around that district where the organization appreciates the unmistakable fitness. The asset advancement process includes setting the needs, particularly on account of firms with constrained assets. Some multinationals, for example, Nike, Wal-Mart or General Electrics, pick acting everywhere throughout the world. On opposite, different organizations set up their creation just in one nation. It is the situation of Boeing Company that does the last gathering of the business planes just in Seattle. The part of cooperative energy – the fourth segment of a global procedure – is to make that circumstance when the entire is more beneficially than the total of the parts. A worldwide collaboration likewise happens when the contributions of the multinational firm are shared between numerous exercises. For instance, Dolce and Gabbana utilized its worldwide image name from the mold business so as to deliver, under a similar name, fragrances and different beautifying agents. These four viewpoints, considered by Pustay and Griffin (2005) to be the principle parts of a worldwide procedure, may likewise be found in the approach of Anil Gupta and Eleanor Westney (2003), yet under an alternate name. They call them "nations' relative preferences" and "firms' upper hands".

The similar preferred standpoint, additionally called "area advantage", is affecting the choice identified with the position of the creation backups since it underlines the ease factor of generation from one nation contrasted with that from another nation. In this way, because of these contrasts between the expenses of variables of creation, the exercises concentrated in labor are situated in the spots where the cost of less qualified work is low, while the exercises serious in capital – including human capital – will be put in those nations where the capital is modest. However, there is one nation – China – that hosts the two sorts of generation auxiliaries: work concentrated – it is the situation of the backups of little and medium estimated ventures from the as of late industrialized nations – and capital serious – multinationals' auxiliaries (Shi, 2001).
The upper hand, otherwise called "proprietorship advantage" of a firm, is impacting the choice with respect to those exercises and innovations on which the firm should think its administrative assets and ventures. The esteem included chain is the procedure through which the innovation is joined with the data sources - crude materials and work - so as to make the last item that, of late, will be pressed and conveyed. A firm may have just a single connection of the procedure or it may be vertically incorporated, having more connections. The focused and near favorable circumstances are not absolutely autonomous one from the other. The organizations may vary from the perspective of the area of the generation backups and, along these lines, they can get an upper hand with a predominant abuse of the similar favorable circumstances that exists inside the states.

Therefore, the contrasts between organizations in regards to the area of the auxiliaries may cultivate key points of interest. Along these lines, it is vital to recognize the methodologies in light of a similar preferred standpoint and those in view of an upper hand. A few outcomes of embracing universal techniques might be seen into the model of relative preferred standpoint and in the situating of the monetary movement, broke down surprisingly by Deardorff (1979). When discussing this model it is important to expect that there are focused markets and every one of the organizations have actualized the same innovative process which is not described by scale economies. Also, it must be specified that the model breaks down just two components of creation: work and capital.

In the figure 1 the nations are assembled by a chain of upper hand, along the isocost line. This line demonstrates the extent of contributions of variables that are equivalent with one dollar (this is the reason it is likewise called "one-dollar cost line" (Deardorff, 1979, p. 9). For the nation I, where the work cost is generally low, it is drawn the main Isocost line. The nation II, in which the capital is generally shoddy, has the second isocost line. In this way, the isocost lines for these nations are diverse in light of the fact that the cost of work and capital is distinctive in the two states. The isoquants, digression to the isocost lines, demonstrate the extents of work and capital that can produce a similar estimation of the yield; this esteem is settled to be equivalent to one dollar, as indicated by the figure no. 1 (this is the reason Deardorff calls the isoquants „one-dollar creation bends” (Brown, Deardorff and Stern, 2003).

![Figure 1 - The value-added chain of comparative advantage](source: Gupta and Westney (2003, p. 21))

The juncture of the isoquants to the isocost line infers the way that the organizations pick up advertise returns. At the point when the isoquant is inside the isocost line there is an abundance of benefits since the unitary cost of the variables of creation is not as much as the unitary estimation of generation, in dollars. Surpassing benefits, additionally called "financial rents", create an expansion in the intensity and a cost diminishment; the lower the expenses are, the higher must be the generation so as to gain a similar income, reality that includes an expansion in the sources of info sum. In the event that the isoquants are outside the isocost line, than the cost of the generation surpasses its esteem and, thusly, it is not productive. The finish of this investigation is that, for the focused items, the isoquants must be digression to the isocost line most distant from the source. In the above figure the isoquants are drawn just for couple of monetary exercises, crude materials or middle of the road items –, for example, innovative work, serious in human capital, or get together, concentrated in labor. Breaking down the esteem included chain it might be built up what sort of action must be put where the near preferred standpoint is the most positive. Just the products for which the
isouquants are arranged beneath the point A will be delivered in nations where the shoddy, less qualified work is bottomless. On opposite, the merchandise that have the isouquants over the point A will be delivered in nations with preference for the capital escalated generation. Orchestrating the isouquants along the isocost line it can be gotten the supposed "chain of similar favorable position for nations" (Gupta and Westney, 2003). This chain mirrors the distinctions in expenses of the variables amongst nations and the distinctions in the powers of the components in the middle person and last generation.

Because of an expansive scattering of the generation exercises of the American, Japanese and European firms, the opposition on the universal markets includes a blend between the upper hands and the similar ones. In a worldwide industry, firms contrast in the wagers they put on various generation areas and in the systems they make along the esteem included chain. Also, because of the newness between the fundamental firms that demonstration in these businesses, there is frequently an absence of direction for the opposition. The focused signs, on the off chance that they are transmitted, are not really distinguished when firms need to go up against with various types of utilization models from different markets (Leechor, Kohli and Hur, 1983).

IV. Conclusions

The way toward planning the worldwide techniques is an exceptionally complex one that needs to consider the trouble of its usage and coordination in the distinctive auxiliaries of the multinational firm, situated in various parts of the world. However, once explained and actualized, the technique offers the chance of misusing a few preferences that are not accessible for the national firms: the worldwide efficiencies, the multinational adaptability and the overall learning process. As appeared some time recently, every one of these viewpoints have been completely abused by the multinational firms that entered the Romanian market, beginning with the general stores, for example, Carrefour, Plus, Metro, Kaufland and so on and completing with administrations suppliers — Price wetter house Coopers, KPMG, Ernst and Young and so forth. — or with products providers – Nokia, Renault, Solectron and so on. Contingent upon the assets, targets and the hazard expected, a firm may pick between the four sorts of techniques – national, multi residential, worldwide or transnational procedure. On the off chance that we consider the multinational organizations that have entered the Romanian market, we may see that the vast majority of them have embraced a transnational methodology, attempting to profit from the worldwide efficiencies as well as from the nearby focal points.

A basic component in defining a global technique comprises in making the motivations ready to react to the progressions that happen in the monetary parameters between nations. Also, it is basic to realize that an effective global procedure requires a legitimate coordination and control structure, as per the company's targets.
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